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ABSTRACT

The genome of influenza A virus (IAV) consists of
eight unique viral RNA segments. This genome or-
ganization allows genetic reassortment between co-
infecting IAV strains, whereby new IAVs with altered
genome segment compositions emerge. While it is
known that reassortment events can create pan-
demic IAVs, it remains impossible to anticipate re-
assortment outcomes with pandemic prospects. Re-
cent research indicates that reassortment is pro-
moted by a viral genome packaging mechanism
that delivers the eight genome segments as a
supramolecular complex into the virus particle. This
finding holds promise of predicting pandemic IAVs
by understanding the intermolecular interactions
governing this genome packaging mechanism. Here,
we critically review the prevailing mechanistic model
postulating that IAV genome packaging is orches-
trated by a network of intersegmental RNA–RNA in-
teractions. Although we find supporting evidence,
including segment-specific packaging signals and
experimentally proposed RNA–RNA interaction net-
works, this mechanistic model remains debatable
due to a current shortage of functionally validated
intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions. We speculate
that identifying such functional intersegmental RNA–
RNA contacts might be hampered by limitations of
the utilized probing techniques and the inherent com-
plexity of the genome packaging mechanism. Never-
theless, we anticipate that improved probing strate-

gies combined with a mutagenesis-based validation
could facilitate their discovery.

INTRODUCTION

The natural reservoir of influenza A viruses (IAVs) are
aquatic birds, yet spill-over events have led to the introduc-
tion and subsequent establishment of numerous IAV lin-
eages in other species, including swine, poultry, bats and hu-
mans (1,2). The ability of IAVs to cross inter-species bar-
riers and adapt to new hosts is enabled by an enormous
genetic variability which is brought about by reassortment
events of the eight genome segments between co-infecting
IAVs. Genetic reassortment has a great impact on IAV evo-
lution and can create devastating pandemic IAVs, as exem-
plified by the 1957 (Asian flu), 1968 (Hong Kong flu) and
2009 (Swine flu) pandemic IAVs that originated via reas-
sortment between avian, swine and human virus strains (3–
5). As the frequency of reassortment events between avian
and mammalian IAVs increases in porcine facilities (6,7),
there is growing concern that novel reassortants could in-
vade the human population and elicit the next flu pandemic
(2). Thus, a profound understanding of the mechanisms
underlying reassortment is urgently needed to predict and
combat future pandemic IAVs.

Recent research findings suggest that reassortment is
driven by a selective genome packaging mechanism that as-
sembles the eight viral genome segments as a supramolecu-
lar complex into the virus particle, thereby allowing the ex-
change of cognate genome segments between co-infecting
IAVs (8–10). The currently favoured mechanistic model
postulates that this genome complex forms by means of a
network of intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions. In this
review, we will scrutinize this mechanistic model by criti-
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cally reviewing the available body of evidence. We will de-
scribe the genome segment loci known to coordinate IAV
genome packaging and discuss the significance of recently
proposed RNA–RNA interaction networks obtained by
high-throughput crosslinking experiments. Although we re-
veal ample evidence to support the prevailing mechanistic
model, we also realize that the identification of function-
ally relevant RNA–RNA interactions between genome seg-
ments remains a major challenge. We would therefore like to
stimulate critical rethinking of the experimental approaches
used to study intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions and
suggest potential avenues to identify functional intermolec-
ular contacts involved in genome packaging and reassort-
ment.

THE IAV GENOME PACKAGING MODEL AND ITS
CHALLENGES

From single vRNPs to a supramolecular complex

The IAV genome comprises eight negative-sense, single-
stranded viral RNA segments (vRNAs) that vary in length
from 890 to 2341 nucleotides (11). All genome segments
share the same structure, characterized by a broad central
coding region flanked by two shorter non-coding regions
(NCRs). The NCRs consist of conserved terminal regions
(spanning 12 nucleotides at the 3′ end and 13 nucleotides
at the 5′ end) and segment-specific portions that vary in
length between 5 and 45 nucleotides (11–13) (Figure 1A).
The conserved NCR termini and two adjacent nucleotides
together form a panhandle structure that is bound by the
heterotrimeric viral polymerase and serves as a promoter
during genome replication (14–18). The remaining portions
of the NCRs and the coding regions of the vRNAs are non-
uniformly associated with multiple copies of the viral nu-
cleoprotein (NP) (19–21), forming rod-shaped, helical viral
ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs) (Figure 1B) (22–26).

Following viral infection, these vRNPs are released from
the infecting virus particles into the cytoplasm and im-
ported into the nucleus to be transcribed and replicated.
Newly formed vRNPs are then exported out of the nucleus
and transported to viral budding sites at the plasma mem-
brane. The prevailing model assumes that during this trans-
port, individual vRNPs are progressively assembled into
an octameric supramolecular genome complex (Figure 1C)
(27–33). While the specific cellular compartment hosting
this assembly process remains unknown, (7 + 1) genome
complexes in which seven vRNPs surround a central one are
incorporated into viral particles at the plasma membrane
(34–37). Throughout this review, these processes of genome
complex formation and its subsequent incorporation into
virions will be collectively referred to as genome packaging.

Past research suggests that IAV genome packaging is co-
ordinated by a network of specific intersegmental RNA–
RNA interactions that is formed by discrete genomic loci
known as packaging signals. While initial studies have
mapped these packaging signals towards the segment ter-
mini, more recent studies suggest that they are also present
in internal vRNA regions lying beyond the vRNA termini.
In the following sections, we review the current knowledge
on packaging signals and revisit their presumed role in
forming intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions.

A network of terminal packaging signals coordinates genome
packaging

Terminal packaging signals were first proposed in studies
analysing the genome content of defective interfering (DI)
IAV particles. Unlike ‘standard’ virus particles which pack-
age eight full-length vRNAs, DI particles commonly pack-
age one genome segment that harbours a large internal dele-
tion but retains the NCRs plus short portions of the adja-
cent coding regions (38,39). Such DI-RNAs have been de-
scribed for all genome segments (40–43), yet often derive
from vRNAs 1, 2 and 3 encoding viral polymerase subunits.
In these cases, the truncated genomes do not give rise to
a functional viral polymerase, which renders the DI parti-
cle replication-incompetent. However, during co-infection
with infectious ‘standard’ virions when all viral proteins
are expressed, these DI-RNAs are replicated and packaged
into viral particles. Since DI-RNAs interfere with their full-
length counterparts for replication and packaging under
co-infection conditions, they can reduce the production of
replication-competent ‘standard’ particles (44,45), a finding
which coined their nomenclature. These early observations
suggested that the retained terminal ends in DI-RNAs me-
diate vRNA incorporation into virions and thus contain
packaging signals.

To map these proposed terminal packaging signals of
each vRNA in detail, artificial genome segments were cre-
ated in which a GFP reporter gene was flanked by the
NCRs plus varying portions of the adjacent coding region
of the studied vRNA (Figure 2A). In plasmid-based co-
transfection assays, such artificial vRNAs were propagated
by the IAV replication machinery and subsequently pack-
aged into virus-like particles (VLPs) in the presence of the
seven remaining wild-type vRNAs. Cells were subsequently
infected with the released VLPs and a helper virus, and suc-
cessful packaging events of these artificial vRNAs were de-
tected by counting the number of GFP-positive cells. Such
(7 + 1) VLP assays were performed with artificial vRNAs
derived from all genome segments, allowing the system-
atic probing of the minimal terminal sequences required
for vRNA packaging (46–55). While the exact nucleotide
sequences varied depending on the genome segment un-
der study, the NCRs and a minimum of 9–222 nucleotides
of the adjacent 3′ and 5′ coding regions were necessary to
efficiently package the reporter vRNAs into VLPs (8,56)
(Figure 1A). These sequences were similar to those found
in DI-RNAs (9), supporting the idea that segment-specific
terminal packaging signals drive the incorporation of
vRNAs.

After the discovery of terminal packaging signals, re-
search was intensified to understand their mechanism
of action. Since terminal packaging signals contain con-
served nucleotide stretches, a series of WSN/H1N1 and
PR8/H1N1 mutants were created, by altering either a sin-
gle 3′ or 5′ terminal packaging signal of a given genome
segment with synonymous nucleotide substitutions (48,57–
65). These mutant viruses were then propagated in cell cul-
ture to assess the production of infectious particles and
packaging of the eight vRNAs (Figure 2B). Intriguingly,
many mutant viruses formed more non-infectious particles
than a wild-type control virus in compensation for less in-
fectious virions (58,60,62,63,65). While some mutants inef-
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Figure 1. IAV genome structure and genome packaging model. (A) An illustration of the IAV genome based on the WSN/H1N1 strain. The genome
segments are shown in negative-sense orientation from 3′ to 5′. The identified terminal packaging signals are indicated with red lines. A detailed summary
of all characterized packaging signals is presented in (8,56). The conserved 5′ and 3′ segment termini of the non-coding regions (NCRs) are highlighted
in dark grey, whereas the segment-specific parts of the NCRs are indicated in light grey. PB, polymerase basic subunit; PA, polymerase acidic subunit;
HA, hemagglutinin; NP, nucleoprotein; NA, neuraminidase; M, matrix; NS, non-structural. (B) An illustration of a viral ribonucleoprotein (vRNP). (C)
The current genome packaging model proposes that the eight genome segments sequentially assemble into a (7 + 1) genome complex. This process might
either occur (1) en route to the plasma membrane or (2) directly at the viral budding site, while the first scenario is currently preferred. The inset depicts a
schematic cross-section through a budding virion showing the (7 + 1) arrangement of the vRNPs as observed by electron microscopy (34–36).

ficiently packaged the mutated vRNA (57,59,61,63) (Fig-
ure 3A), many other mutants showed impaired packag-
ing of multiple genome segments, which often, but not al-
ways, included the mutated one (57,59,60,62–65) (Figure
3B). In rare cases, mutants produced increased amounts
of empty virions (65) (Figure 3C) or showed a ‘random’
packaging phenotype characterized by inefficient pack-
aging of all eight vRNAs and the production of vast
amounts of non-infectious virions (58). This range of dif-
ferent genome packaging defects suggested that the ter-
minal packaging signals are involved in intricate vRNP–
vRNP interactions that coordinate packaging of a genome
complex.

Since 3′ and 5′ terminal packaging signals are present in
all genome segments, it was envisioned that they collectively
participate in a network of vRNP–vRNP interactions in-
volving all vRNPs. Recently, Bolte and colleagues provided
compelling evidence for this idea (63). Intrigued by the find-
ing that single mutated terminal packaging signals in vR-
NAs 1, 2 or 3 provoked none or only minor genome packag-
ing defects in SC35M/H7N7 (as opposed to the same muta-
tions in WSN/H1N1 (59)), they combined these seemingly
‘silent’ mutations to create SC35M mutants with up to three
mutated terminal packaging signals (Figure 3D). This ap-
proach revealed that the combination of two or three mu-

tated terminal packaging signals caused the formation of
non-infectious virions and reduced packaging of multiple
vRNAs unlike the single mutations, suggesting that termi-
nal packaging signals are involved in a redundant network
of vRNP–vRNP interactions that tolerates the loss of crit-
ical vRNP–vRNP contacts to some extent. Interestingly,
the packaging phenotypes resulting from different combi-
nations of mutated terminal packaging signals were gen-
erally unpredictable, albeit following certain patterns (63).
This finding hinted at plastic rearrangements in the network
of vRNP–vRNP interactions in response to the loss of cer-
tain interactions, potentially mediated by functionally re-
dundant terminal packaging signals.

This apparent flexibility of the vRNP–vRNP interaction
network is further supported by findings that mutated ter-
minal packaging signals have varying effects on genome
packaging depending on the analysed IAV strain (59,63).
Thus, it is plausible that different IAVs use strain-specific
vRNP–vRNP interaction networks which respond differ-
ently to the same mutation. Although speculative, a flexi-
ble rewiring of the interaction network might be achieved
through specific combinations of conserved terminal pack-
aging signals in vRNAs 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 and subtype- or
even strain-specific terminal packaging signals in vRNAs
4, 6 and 8 (48,51,66,67).
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Figure 2. Established methods to study IAV genome packaging. (A) (7 + 1) virus like particle (VLP) assay. To generate VLPs, cells are co-transfected with ten
plasmids encoding viral proteins, seven plasmids encoding full-length vRNAs and one plasmid encoding an artificial eighth vRNA which comprises a GFP-
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shortening the coding region as indicated here by a truncated artificial vRNA. Further mappings were performed by introducing synonymous mutations
into the terminal packaging signals (not shown). Variations of this (7 + 1) VLP assay are extensively described in (111). (B) Characterization of IAV
packaging mutants. Cell cultures are infected either with wild-type virus (wt) or a mutant virus with synonymous mutations in a terminal packaging
signal (mut). Newly formed viral particles are collected at various time points post-infection (hpi). Viral growth is monitored by determining the number
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(C) Analysis of budding viral particles by electron microscopy and electron tomography. Infected cells are fixed, stained and embedded, and a tilt series of
an ultrathin section is recorded using an electron microscope. These images can be used to count the number of vRNPs within single viral particles and
to reconstruct a 3D presentation of the packaged genome complex. (D) Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). Pairs of in vitro transcribed vRNAs
are synthesized, mixed and analysed for vRNA–vRNA complex formation by native agarose gel electrophoresis. A size shift compared to single-vRNA
controls indicates complex formation of the two vRNAs. Interaction sites can be mapped by mutating a putative interaction site in one partner vRNA (e.g.
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co-transfected with seven rescue plasmids encoding different vRNAs and two rescue plasmid variants coding for the missing eighth vRNA. These variants
can either be a wild-type and a mutated vRNA or vRNA variants of different IAV strains. The released virus particles are subsequently plaque-purified
and subjected to genotyping by sequencing. The preferentially packaged vRNA variant is found in the majority of viral plaques.
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The mechanism of action of the terminal packaging signals
remains unknown

Although numerous terminal packaging signals were iden-
tified, their mechanism of action has remained under inves-
tigation ever since. As they consist of RNA nucleotides, it
was speculated that they form intersegmental RNA–RNA
interactions. Early hints supporting this idea came from
electron-tomography experiments that visualized electron-
dense structures between neighbouring vRNPs in the (7 +
1) genome complex of budding viral particles (Figure 2C).
Fournier and colleagues observed a ‘platform’ located at
the top of this complex where the viral polymerases of the
vRNPs are presumably located (36). Its size was sufficient
to accommodate potential interactions between terminal
packaging signals in the vicinity of the viral polymerases.
In addition, Noda and colleagues found string-like struc-
tures that connected adjacent vRNPs all along their sur-
face, indicating intersegmental contacts mediated by ter-
minal packaging signals and potential internal vRNA re-
gions (35). While these electron-dense structures might in-
deed represent RNA–RNA interactions between adjacent
vRNPs, it has been a challenge to distinguish true RNA–
RNA contacts from background noise due to the limited
resolution of electron tomography.

The currently favoured mechanistic model proposes that
the terminal packaging signals adopt local RNA secondary
structure that loops out of the vRNPs and form sequence-
specific intermolecular interactions. Such kissing-loop in-
teractions have been previously observed for other viruses
where they regulate various processes (68–73). In agree-
ment with this mechanistic model, structural probing of
in vitro transcribed vRNAs and computational predictions
have shown that the terminal packaging signals of several

genome segments adopt defined RNA secondary structures
(74–80). Moreover, SHAPE-MaP analysis (Figure 4A) of
viral particles suggested that some local RNA structures
are also present in vRNPs and that the 5′ terminal pack-
aging signals tend to be more structured compared to adja-
cent internal vRNA regions (81). Finally, CLIP experiments
(Figure 4B) indicated that certain parts of the vRNAs, in-
cluding some terminal packaging signals, are relatively free
of NP and thus able to fold into structural elements (19–21).

Some of these identified RNA structure elements were
proven crucial for IAV genome packaging. For example,
mutational studies confirmed the role of a pseudoknot re-
siding in the 5′ terminal packaging signal of genome seg-
ment 5. Disruption of this structural element by mutage-
nesis caused attenuated viral growth and reduced packag-
ing of multiple genome segments (21,62,74). In contrast, no
such genome packaging defect was observed when muta-
tions were designed to preserve or repair the pseudoknot.
Similarly, Hagey et al. showed the biological significance of
a conserved stem-loop within the 5′ terminal packaging sig-
nal of genome segment 1 (80). Disruption of this stem-loop
either by mutagenesis or treatment with antisense-oligos led
to reduced viral infectivity and a drop in the packaging effi-
ciencies of segment 1 and multiple other genome segments.
This genome packaging defect could be restored by repair-
ing the stem-loop with compensatory mutations, proving
the importance of this structural element. Despite these in-
sights, secondary structures of other terminal packaging
signals, especially in vRNPs, and their relevance in genome
packaging remain poorly understood.

To identify intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions cru-
cial for IAV genome packaging, Fournier and colleagues
transcribed the eight vRNAs of Moscow/H3N2 in vitro and
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analysed their pair-wise interactions in an electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA) (Figure 2D) (36,82). This ap-
proach identified numerous in vitro RNA–RNA interac-
tions that could be combined into a network comprising all
eight vRNAs. Subsequent experiments revealed that some
of these in vitro interactions were formed by previously de-
fined terminal packaging signals. For example, mutating the
5′ terminal packaging signal of segment 7 largely prevented
an in vitro interaction between vRNAs 7 and 6. Importantly,
these mutations also impaired packaging of the mutated
vRNA 7 compared with a wild-type vRNA 7 in a (7 + 2)
rescue assay (Figure 2E), suggesting a crucial role of this
interaction site. However, the interaction site of vRNA 6
could not be pinpointed, as neither deleting its 3′ nor 5′
packaging signal disrupted the in vitro interaction, leaving
the intermolecular interaction and its functional relevance
elusive.

Further evidence that terminal packaging signals form
intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions was provided by
Essere and colleagues while studying reassortment events
between Moscow/H3N2 and Finch/H5N2 viruses using a
co-transfection-based rescue assay (83). They observed that
vRNA 4 of the H5N2 virus was incorporated into the H3N2
genetic background only when combined with the H5N2-
vRNA 7. The authors speculated that this co-segregation
event was enabled by an RNA–RNA interaction between
the H5N2-vRNAs 4 and 7 mediated by terminal packag-
ing signals. Indeed, replacing the 3′ terminal packaging sig-
nal of the H3N2-vRNA 7 with that of the H5N2-vRNA 7
was sufficient to facilitate the co-segregation event. How-
ever, while the nucleotides of vRNA 7 involved in this pu-
tative interaction were mapped in detail, the partner region
in vRNA 4 was not identified, which left the exact interseg-
mental RNA–RNA contact obscure.

Recently, Miyamoto and colleagues described a func-
tional interplay between the terminal packaging signals of
vRNAs 1 and 4 in WSN/H1N1 (65). By introducing syn-
onymous mutations into the 5′ terminal packaging signal
of vRNA 4 they created a mutant virus that failed to ef-
ficiently package vRNAs 4 and 6. Passaging of this pack-
aging mutant in cell culture, however, selected a virus re-
vertant with a wild-type-like packaging phenotype, as it ac-
quired single point mutations in the 5′ terminal packaging
signals of genome segments 4 and 1. Although this find-
ing suggested that these modified terminal packaging sig-
nals re-established an intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tion to alleviate the genome packaging defect, this hypoth-
esis was not unambiguously supported by computational
predictions and EMSAs.

In conclusion, the experimental data reviewed thus far
suggest a crucial role of the terminal packaging signals
in the formation of an octameric genome complex and
its incorporation into the viral particle. For some genome
segments, the terminal packaging signals are known to
adopt RNA secondary structures responsible for coor-
dinated genome packaging. Although a few studies us-
ing virus mutants suggest that terminal packaging signals
establish RNA–RNA interactions between genome seg-
ments, this mechanistic concept remains to be conclusively
proven.

Functional RNA–RNA interactions between internal vRNA
regions are known but rare

While many studies have characterized terminal packag-
ing signals, relatively little research has explored a poten-
tial role of internal vRNA regions in IAV genome packag-
ing. Nevertheless, a few studies assessed the impact of inter-
nal vRNA deletions on virus replication and genome pack-
aging (45,84–86). Recombinant viruses harbouring previ-
ously defined DI-vRNAs were generated and propagated in
cells trans-complemented for the missing viral protein. Sub-
sequent analyses of viral particle preparations by plaque
assay (on the trans-complemented cells), HA-assay and
RT-qPCR (Figure 2B) evaluated whether these clonal DI-
viruses had growth and genome packaging defects. Charac-
terization of a virus with a DI-vRNA 1 revealed that this
truncated genome segment was inefficiently packaged into
viral particles compared to vRNAs 5 and 8 (the other vR-
NAs were not tested) (45). Moreover, this DI-virus showed a
reduced PFU-to-HAU ratio compared to the wild-type con-
trol virus, indicating that it formed non-infectious particles
which lacked one or multiple full-length vRNAs (85). To-
gether, these findings suggested that this DI-vRNA 1 lacks
internal packaging signals crucial to coordinate genome
packaging. Furthermore, a recent study found that DI-
RNAs derived from genome segments 2, 3 and 4 are also
inefficiently packaged into viral particles when compared
to their full-length counterparts (43), suggesting the pres-
ence of internal packaging signals in these vRNAs. How-
ever, whether these DI-RNAs lower the packaging efficien-
cies of other full-length vRNAs like the tested DI-vRNA 1
remains to be investigated.

Although these deletion studies implied the existence of
internal packaging signals, they could not dismiss the possi-
bility that the internal vRNA deletions disturbed the correct
folding and functioning of adjacent terminal packaging sig-
nals, thereby indirectly causing the observed genome pack-
aging defects. Bolte and colleagues ruled out this ambiguity
and identified a putative internal packaging signal by intro-
ducing synonymous mutations into a short conserved inter-
nal vRNA region of genome segment 3 in SC35M/H7N7
(63). While the exclusive mutation of this region did not
provoke a genome packaging defect, combining it with mu-
tations in the 5′ terminal packaging signal of vRNA 2 re-
duced packaging of four genome segments. Importantly, the
virus harbouring only the latter mutations failed to exclu-
sively package vRNA 2. This finding suggested that internal
packaging signals indeed exist and contribute together with
terminal packaging signals to the vRNP–vRNP interaction
network.

While the molecular role of terminal packaging signals
in IAV genome packaging remains disputable, a few inter-
nal vRNA regions have been proven to form intersegmental
RNA–RNA interactions. Gavazzi and colleagues obtained
first indications for this concept while investigating pair-
wise interactions between in vitro transcribed vRNAs of
Finch/H5N2 using an EMSA (87,88). They revealed that
the eight vRNAs formed a complete intersegmental net-
work that was reminiscent of the network obtained with
Moscow/H3N2-derived vRNAs (82). However, in contrast
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to the in vitro interactions of the H3N2-vRNAs that mainly
involved terminal packaging signals, multiple in vitro in-
teractions of the H5N2-vRNAs formed between internal
vRNA regions. Deletion studies and computational predic-
tions allowed the researchers to localize potential interac-
tion sites in the vRNAs that could be later confirmed by dis-
rupting the in vitro interactions using antisense-oligos. Im-
portantly, two of these in vitro interactions were further val-
idated using trans-complementary mutagenesis. In this ap-
proach, mutations introduced into either interaction part-
ner disrupted the in vitro RNA–RNA interaction, whereas
combining both mutated vRNAs restored it, proving that
these vRNA regions establish specific intermolecular base-
pairings. Despite these findings, none of the in vitro RNA–
RNA interactions were validated to play a role in IAV
genome packaging.

However, Gavazzi and colleagues identified in a sub-
sequent study an additional in vitro RNA–RNA inter-
action between internal regions of vRNAs 2 and 8 of
Finch/H5N2 (88) that was crucial to IAV genome pack-
aging. By generating trans-complementary virus mutants
(Figure 5) they could show that mutation of either inter-
action site decreased the PFU-to-HAU ratio compared to
that of the wild-type virus, indicating formation of more
non-infectious particles. RT-qPCR experiments revealed
that the mutant viruses poorly packaged four vRNAs (the
other four vRNAs were not tested), while EM analysis of
budding virus particles showed large amounts of empty
virions, suggesting that loss of the intersegmental RNA–
RNA interaction reduced packaging of all eight vRNAs. Fi-
nally, the virus harbouring both mutated genome segments
showed a restored PFU-to-HAU ratio and a reduced num-
ber of empty virions compared to the single-vRNA mutant
viruses, proving that an intermolecular kissing interaction
between the two genome segments is crucial for genome
packaging. While this intersegmental RNA–RNA contact
is important for genome packaging in Finch/H5N2, it may
not be relevant to many other IAV strains as sequence anal-
yses suggest that it is only partially conserved in other H5N2
strains and not conserved in other subtypes.

More evidence of intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tions involving internal packaging signals was provided
by studies investigating reassortment events during IAV
vaccine production. IAV vaccines are usually produced
in eggs by co-infection of an egg-adapted parental virus
(e.g. PR8/H1N1) and a human isolate (e.g. Udorn/H3N2).
The resulting reassortant viruses ideally replicate well in
eggs and possess vRNAs 4 and 6 of the seasonal virus to
elicit an immune response against the surface glycoproteins
hemagglutinin and neuraminidase. While analysing reassor-
tant viruses produced from co-infections between PR8 and
Udorn, Cobbin and colleagues observed that the Udorn-
vRNA 6 often co-segregated with the Udorn-vRNA 2 into
the PR8 genetic background but rarely with the PR8-vRNA
2 (89). This imbalance, however, was surprising since both
recombinant reassortants replicated efficiently in eggs. Sub-
sequent (7 + 2) competition assays confirmed the prefer-
ential co-segregation event of the Udorn-vRNAs 6 and 2
in cell culture and revealed that it depended on a 300-
nucleotide spanning region in Udorn-vRNA 2, which lies
beyond the terminal packaging signals (90). As described in

detail in the following section, a subsequent analysis could
pinpoint the exact nucleotides that establish this functional
interaction between Udorn-vRNAs 2 and 6 (81).

In conclusion, two intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tions between internal vRNA regions could be precisely
mapped and validated to coordinate genome packaging.
However, the short list of internal packaging signals, in con-
trast to the extensive list of terminal packaging signals, re-
mains a challenge in evaluating their general role in genome
packaging.

High-throughput probing of vRNA–vRNA interaction net-
works

Techniques coupling RNA–RNA crosslinking to next
generation sequencing have recently enabled the high-
throughput identification of intersegmental RNA–RNA
interactions. These techniques commonly use psoralen
derivates which intercalate into double-stranded RNA re-
gions and crosslink them upon UV irradiation. Ligation of
the crosslinked RNA regions creates chimeric RNAs, which
are subsequently reverse-transcribed and sequenced. Com-
putational analysis of the chimeric reads recovers the ini-
tially crosslinked RNA–RNA interactions, which can be
used to build up an interaction network with precise inter-
molecular base-pairings.

Dadonaite et al. performed sequencing of psoralen
crosslinked, ligated, and selected hybrids (SPLASH) (Fig-
ure 4C) on purified viral particles of WSN/H1N1 (81). They
identified an extensive, complex and redundant interseg-
mental RNA–RNA interaction network comprising hun-
dreds of interactions connecting all eight vRNAs. Impor-
tantly, the interaction sites were not restricted to the termi-
nal vRNA regions but distributed along the entire length of
the genome segments. In that way, the contacts were either
formed between terminal packaging signals, or between in-
ternal vRNA regions, or between both. However, the previ-
ously described terminal packaging signals showed varying
detection frequencies, and many of them were even absent
from the 50 most frequent RNA–RNA contacts of the net-
work. Comparative analyses revealed that the SPLASH in-
teraction networks of the closely related WSN/H1N1 and
PR8/H1N1 strains were similar, sharing many interactions,
albeit the detected frequencies of many overlapping inter-
actions varied. In contrast, the SPLASH network of the
distantly related Udorn/H3N2 strain was largely different
from these H1N1 networks, sharing only very few con-
tacts, suggesting that specific nucleotide stretches in the
vRNAs determine the architecture of the SPLASH net-
works. In a similar approach, Le Sage et al. performed dual
crosslinking, immunoprecipitation and proximity ligation
(2CIMPL) (Figure 4D) using viral particles of WSN/H1N1
(91). While the 2CIMPL workflow also used psoralen, it
implemented some changes compared to SPLASH, one of
which was that it mapped RNA–RNA interactions form-
ing between vRNA regions crosslinked to NP. The network
identified by 2CIMPL also showed a complex and redun-
dant architecture like the SPLASH network; however, de-
spite using the same virus, only 10% of the identified in-
tersegmental RNA–RNA interactions overlapped. This dis-
crepancy could be due to the different workflows.
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Figure 5. Trans-complementary virus mutants as tools to validate vRNA–vRNA interactions important for genome packaging. (A) In a wild-type virus,
two vRNAs (in orange and blue) form an intersegmental RNA–RNA interaction that is required for genome packaging. (B, C) Introduction of synonymous
mutations into either of the interaction partners abrogates this vRNA–vRNA interaction leading to impaired packaging of the mutated genome segments
and possibly other vRNAs. (D) Combining the two mutated vRNAs from panels B and C repairs the intersegmental RNA–RNA interaction and restores
genome packaging.

The SPLASH and 2CIMPL workflows identified hun-
dreds of novel potential intersegmental RNA–RNA in-
teractions; however, only few of these were assessed for
their relevance in IAV genome packaging. Nevertheless,
Dadonaite and colleagues could show in a (7 + 2) com-
petition assay that a preferential co-segregation of Udorn-
vRNAs 2 and 6 is mediated by specific base pairings be-
tween these two genome segments (81). They also confirmed
that this interaction occurs in some other H3N2 viruses
but is absent in Wyoming/H3N2 due to four nucleotide
changes in the interacting site of vRNA 6. Changing these
Wyoming-specific nucleotides to the Udorn-specific ones re-
stored the interaction between the Wyoming-vRNAs 2 and
6 and allowed their preferential co-packaging. Importantly,
SPLASH analysis of the respective reassortant viruses con-
firmed the absence or presence of this interaction. In ad-
dition, Le Sage et al. focused on a ‘hotspot’ region in
vRNA 5 that interacted with multiple partner sites on differ-
ent genome segments (91). Its mutation caused a genome-
wide rearrangement of the intersegmental 2CIMPL net-
work. Though this rearrangement was not accompanied by
a detectable genome packaging defect, a potential compen-
satory function of newly established interactions was not
addressed. Thus, albeit hundreds of novel intersegmental
RNA–RNA interactions were discovered by SPLASH and
2CIMPL, their significance for genome packaging remains
largely unknown.

The prevailing genome packaging model currently fails the
stress test

The eight IAV genome segments are known to be selectively
packaged into viral particles as an octameric genome com-
plex. Several lines of evidence support that this process is
facilitated by an extensive and partially flexible network of
intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions formed by termi-
nal and internal packaging signals. However, two key as-

pects of this mechanistic model still lack conclusive evi-
dence. Firstly, it has not yet been proven that the terminal
packaging signals coordinate genome packaging by form-
ing intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions (Figure 6). Al-
though mutational studies and the SPLASH and 2CIMPL
networks suggest that intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tions involving terminal packaging signals exist, their rele-
vance in genome packaging remains to be functionally vali-
dated. Likewise, only two intersegmental RNA–RNA inter-
actions formed by internal vRNA regions were functionally
proven so far (81,88,90). Since these RNA–RNA contacts
are virus-strain specific, it is questionable whether interac-
tions involving internal vRNA regions play a major role in
genome packaging. Secondly, the relative contribution of
terminal and internal packaging signals in genome pack-
aging is currently unclear. While there is an extensive list
of packaging mutants harbouring dysfunctional terminal
packaging signals, relatively few packaging mutants with
mutated internal vRNA regions are known. Nevertheless,
it is possible that many more internal packaging signals
exist in the IAV genome, and it is tempting to speculate
that previous studies have overlooked them by focusing on
the terminal vRNA regions due to their presence in DIs
and their conservation across IAV strains. Recent studies
showing that DI-RNAs are packaged less efficiently than
their full-length counterparts indeed suggest the presence
of internal packaging signals in many genome segments and
pave the way for future studies to identify them.

TOWARDS A ROBUST GENOME PACKAGING
MODEL: PITFALLS AND PROSPECTS

Despite recent progress, our current mechanistic under-
standing of the genome packaging process is not sufficient
to fully accept the prevailing genome packaging model. To
develop a robust understanding of the genome packaging
mechanism we (i) propose avenues to test the biological sig-
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(a) Interaction between terminal packaging signals

(+) terminal packaging signals have been found in all eight vRNAs
(−) however, there is little evidence for direct vRNA-vRNA interactions

(b) Interaction between terminal and internal packaging signals

(−) vRNA-vRNA interactions are indicated by crosslinking studies; 
however, their biological relevance is unclear

(c) Interaction between internal packaging signals

(+) two vRNA-vRNA interactions have been identified and validated
(−) more vRNA-vRNA interactions are suggested by crosslinking studies; 
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Figure 6. Intersegmental RNA–RNA interactions in IAV genome packaging: an appealing model with open questions. For details see main text.

nificance of the experimentally postulated intersegmental
RNA–RNA interaction networks, (ii) suggest to evaluate
and improve the accuracy of the existent RNA–RNA in-
teraction probing strategies and (iii) encourage the field to
explore the potential role of the IAV nucleoprotein (NP) in
modulating intersegmental RNA–RNA contacts.

Validation of proposed vRNA–vRNA interactions

One of the current challenges in IAV genome packaging
is the shortage of validated intersegmental RNA–RNA in-
teractions. An attractive avenue out of this problem might
be to extend functional testing of interactions identified by
SPLASH and 2CIMPL using trans-complementary virus
mutants (Figure 5). Thus, the significance of a proposed
intersegmental RNA–RNA interaction could be confirmed
by showing that its disruption has negative impact on viral
growth and genome packaging. Conversely, repairing the
targeted interaction through trans-complementation would
alleviate these defects and prove the base-pairing mecha-
nism.

On the downside, this approach may be challenging. One
issue could be that the disruption of a proposed RNA–
RNA contact does not lead to a detectable genome pack-
aging defect due to compensatory mechanisms such as
mutation-induced global network rearrangements (91) or
the presence of functionally redundant interactions (63).
In these cases, it might be difficult to prove that the dis-
rupted interaction is nonetheless crucial for genome pack-
aging. While (7 + 2) competition assays may help reveal the
impact of the disrupted interaction (81), combinatorial mu-
tagenesis to disrupt the networks at multiple parts could
also provide a solution to prove functional importance (63).
Another inherent problem of trans-complementary muta-
genesis is the limited range of available mutations. The nu-
cleotide substitutions must not only be chosen to disrupt the
interaction from both sites but also complement each other.
In addition, the mutations should ideally be synonymous to
preserve the function of the encoded viral proteins. Conse-
quently, some interactions might not be readily confirmable
as has been already previously noted (87). Nevertheless, pre-

diction programs can help in the design of suitable trans-
complementary mutants (92). It is conceivable that this rig-
orous validation process will prove to be a Sisyphean task
and yet, it is a promising option to substantiate the prevail-
ing genome packaging model.

Finding accurate probing strategies

Apart from the complications discussed above, another
problem in the validation process could be false-positive
and false-negative RNA–RNA interactions. Mapping of
RNA–RNA contacts using EMSAs with in vitro tran-
scribed vRNAs were mostly performed in the absence of
NP. However, inside viral particles and infected cells, vRNA
is bound by NP which influences RNA secondary struc-
ture (81,93) and thus possibly also the formation of inter-
segmental RNA–RNA interactions. Consequently, EMSAs
neglecting NP may miss crucial RNA–RNA contacts or
identify non-functional ones. Furthermore, EMSAs have
only analysed RNA–RNA interactions between pairs of
genome segments so far. This artificial situation does not
necessarily recapitulate RNA–RNA contacts between eight
vRNPs and thus might allow RNA–RNA interactions that
are precluded in the genome complex due to specific posi-
tioning of the vRNPs (35,36). These methodological prob-
lems could be reasons why only one of the many in vitro
RNA–RNA interactions identified by EMSAs was found
crucial in genome packaging.

The discovery of the SPLASH and 2CIMPL networks
holds promise of identifying functionally relevant RNA–
RNA interactions on a global scale. However, researchers
should not assume that these networks represent the true
RNA–RNA interaction networks coordinating genome
packaging until proven. Indeed, psoralen-based identifica-
tion workflows tend to introduce specific biases which pos-
sibly affect the finally recovered networks. For example,
psoralen largely prefers to crosslink RNA–RNA interac-
tions comprising staggered pyrimidines (94). Thus, other
RNA–RNA contacts lacking this specific nucleotide com-
position and geometry are probably absent from the iden-
tified networks. Moreover, heavily crosslinked RNA–RNA
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interactions tend to be lost during the RNA purification
procedures used by SPLASH and 2CIMPL (95). This bias
could result in a spurious underrepresentation of heavily
crosslinked interactions in the obtained networks compared
to sparsely crosslinked ones. Another problem might be
‘pseudo-interactions’ that form after the initial crosslinking
step at later stages of the workflow through hybridization of
single-stranded RNA regions, followed by ligation and de-
tection. Though such ‘pseudo-interactions’ have not been
demonstrated so far, the current workflows are not designed
to exclude them or control for them. Ultimately, a combi-
nation of these and other biases (96) might skew the iden-
tified networks far away from the real ones. This might ex-
plain why only 10% of the SPLASH and 2CIMPL networks
overlap and why these networks lack many of the previously
characterized terminal packaging signals.

Such skewed networks would impose a mammoth task
on researchers trying to validate interaction candidates
by mutagenesis. Determined by the specific workflow,
many packaging-relevant RNA–RNA interactions might
be masked by a collection of ‘pseudo-interactions’. Like-
wise, the redundancy and thus mutational robustness of the
true interaction network could be underestimated if many
packaging-relevant interactions are missed because they are
not crosslinked by psoralen. Together, these obstacles may
complicate the identification of functional intersegmental
RNA–RNA interactions.

Thus, to identify packaging-relevant RNA–RNA inter-
actions, improved or even new strategies might have to
be envisioned. While some biases of the SPLASH and
2CIMPL workflows are potentially eliminable (95), oth-
ers such as the crosslinking preference of psoralen are not.
Other probing techniques such as vRIC-seq (97) could be
alternatives for the identification of RNA–RNA interac-
tions; however, it is important to note that all currently
available probing techniques probably have inherent biases,
and therefore cannot draw an accurate picture of the real
interaction network on their own. Nevertheless, compar-
ing datasets obtained by multiple probing techniques across
related virus strains using suitable statistical frameworks
might help identify an overlapping set of candidate inter-
actions that could play a conserved role in genome pack-
aging. In addition, comparative analyses between wild-type
viruses and IAVs with mutated terminal packaging sig-
nals may offer a shortcut for identifying packaging-relevant
RNA–RNA contacts involving terminal vRNA regions.

Besides the technical limitations stated above, the biggest
hurdle yet might be to discover the optimal probing mate-
rial allowing the identification of packaging-relevant RNA–
RNA interactions. In the current SPLASH and 2CIMPL
workflows, RNA–RNA contacts are probed inside viral
particles that have been released from infected cells and sub-
sequently concentrated by ultracentrifugation. This strat-
egy assumes that the intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tions crucial for genome packaging are preserved under
these conditions. However, it is documented that ultracen-
trifugation deforms viral particles (98) and possibly rear-
ranges the genome complex. These structural rearrange-
ments might be accompanied by the disruption of essential
RNA–RNA interactions or the formation of artificial con-
tacts which would contribute to a skewed interaction net-

work. A better probing material could be budding virus par-
ticles because they contain well-organized (7 + 1) genome
complexes wherein adjacent vRNPs interact via string-
like structures that potentially represent packaging-relevant
RNA–RNA interactions (35,36). However, if these contacts
are preserved in released viral particles remains disputable
as virions shrink after being released from cells (34,35,99),
which may induce ‘bending’ of the longest vRNPs and sub-
sequent rearrangements of the genome complex (100). Fi-
nally, infected cells could be used to probe intersegmental
RNA–RNA interactions. Ideal probing environments could
be liquid organelles that form in the cytoplasm during the
late phase of infection and probably host IAV genome as-
sembly (32). Though attractive, probing of RNA–RNA in-
teractions inside confined environments such as liquid or-
ganelles or budding viral particles would require new so-
phisticated techniques.

In conclusion, the identification of functional interseg-
mental RNA–RNA contacts will greatly depend on the ac-
curacy of the applied probing strategies, and mutational
analyses will be an important tool to benchmark them. Im-
provements of the existent probing techniques and develop-
ment of novel strategies could finally help paint a clear pic-
ture of the intersegmental RNA–RNA networks that con-
trol genome packaging and reassortment.

Exploring the potential role of NP in modulating vRNA–
vRNA interactions

Only recently, it was recognized that in addition to termi-
nal and internal packaging signals, NP also serves a critical
role in genome packaging. NP is the main protein compo-
nent of vRNPs and consists of a head domain, a body do-
main, and a flexible tail loop (101). During genome repli-
cation, multiple NP molecules oligomerize on the nascent
vRNA by inserting the tail loop into an insertion pocket
in the body domain of another NP. This NP-vRNA com-
plex folds back and twists around itself to form a heli-
cal vRNP together with the viral polymerase (Figure 1B)
(23,24,26). Although the details of the vRNP structure are
poorly understood, NP likely binds the negatively charged
sugar-phosphate backbone of the vRNA through a pos-
itively charged RNA-binding groove located between the
NP head and body domains, thereby presenting the bases
of the bound vRNA outward of the vRNP (93,101–103).

By mutagenesis, Moreira and colleagues identified con-
served amino acid residues in the NP head and body do-
mains crucial for genome packaging (104). In their ap-
proach, they generated SC35M/H7N7 viruses, in which ei-
ther seven NP-head domain residues (rNP7) or 18 NP-body
domain residues (rCH2) were replaced with the correspond-
ing ones of a distantly related bat-born IAV of the H17N10
subtype. Viral growth and RT-qPCR analyses revealed that
these viruses with NP amino acid substitutions produced
many non-infectious virions due to reduced packaging of
multiple vRNAs. In this way, these NP mutant viruses were
reminiscent of SC35M viruses with multiple mutated ter-
minal packaging signals (63), suggesting that both types of
alterations impaired the same underlying mechanism. Im-
portantly, the poorly packaged vRNA subsets varied be-
tween the NP mutant viruses, indicating that each set of
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amino acid substitutions disrupted a distinct set of vRNP–
vRNP interactions. Additionally, Moreira and colleagues
discovered an rNP7-R31G virus revertant with an extra
amino acid substitution in the NP-body domain which
showed wild-type-like genome packaging (104), suggesting
repaired vRNP–vRNP contacts. However, Bolte and col-
leagues found that adding single mutated terminal packag-
ing signals to the rNP7-R31G genetic background reduced
packaging of multiple vRNAs, whereas adding them to the
wild-type SC35M genetic background had little or no effect
on genome packaging (63), indicating that the rNP7-R31G
revertant virus established a distinct vRNP–vRNP interac-
tion network.

These findings have established a crucial role of NP in se-
lective genome packaging; however, the underlying molec-
ular mechanism remains speculative. An attractive scenario
is that binding of NP to the vRNAs helps them to adopt
their native structure which is crucial to expose packag-
ing signals and establish intersegmental RNA–RNA inter-
actions. This modulatory role of NP is supported by two
observations: firstly, SHAPE analyses suggested that al-
though the vRNA structure is mainly determined by its se-
quence, NP can induce some local structural changes upon
binding to the vRNA (81). Secondly, CLIP studies found
that the eight vRNAs are non-uniformly bound by NP
and retain unbound regions (19–21). Taking these findings
together, it is plausible that NP binds to specific vRNA
regions and thereby allows neighbouring regions such as
packaging signals to remain free and adopt local secondary
structures to participate in intersegmental RNA–RNA
interactions.

While there is only very limited structural information
available on NP-RNA interactions (26,103), multiple amino
acid residues within the putative RNA-binding groove of
NP have been functionally mapped (101,105–109). Interest-
ingly, some of the rNP7 amino acid residues identified by
Moreira and colleagues are identical with or located close to
these putative RNA-binding residues (104). Consequently,
it is possible that their replacement alters the affinity of NP
towards specific vRNA regions and induces vRNA struc-
tural changes that impede crucial intersegmental RNA–
RNA interactions. This is further supported by the observa-
tion that alanine substitutions of basic amino acid residues
in the putative RNA-binding groove impair genome pack-
aging (110). Likewise, some of the amino acid residues al-
tered in the rCH2 mutant are located inside or in proximity
to an accessory RNA-binding region of NP (104,108) and
thus might similarly alter specific vRNA structures and in-
tersegmental RNA–RNA contacts.

Some amino acid residues identified to be important for
genome packaging do not lie within known RNA-binding
regions of NP (104), suggesting that they are not directly
involved in RNA binding. It is possible that these NP
amino acid residues influence vRNA structuring through
NP–NP interactions that control the relative positioning
of NP molecules and their RNA-binding regions within
vRNPs. Since RNA-binding is distributed across multiple
NP molecules in vRNPs, the overall configuration of the NP
backbone might be involved in structuring the bound vR-
NAs in their entirety. While early cryo-EM studies revealed
a rigid configuration of the NP backbone showing a regu-

lar helical structure (23,24), recent cryo-EM studies identi-
fied the NP backbone to be structurally flexible and con-
tain NP molecules with distinct orientations (25,26). These
flexible NP orientations may place RNA-binding regions
at specific positions in the NP backbone, thereby guiding
which vRNA regions are bound by NP and helping the en-
capsidated vRNA to find its native structure that exposes
packaging signals for intersegmental RNA–RNA interac-
tions. Consequently, certain NP amino acid substitutions
could disrupt essential intersegmental RNA–RNA contacts
by changing the NP backbone configuration through al-
tered NP–NP interactions.

These mechanistic possibilities have yet to be explored,
and it will be critical in the future to test whether NP mu-
tant viruses, such as those found by Moreira and colleagues,
display alterations in vRNA structure and intersegmen-
tal RNA–RNA interactions responsible for the observed
genome packaging defects. The success of these studies
will depend on accurate techniques to probe intersegmental
RNA–RNA interactions as discussed in the preceding sec-
tions. However, understanding how NP possibly modulates
vRNA–vRNA interactions will require a broader panel of
sophisticated and accurate techniques that is suitable to de-
cipher additional changes in RNA–NP and NP–NP inter-
actions as well as changes in the vRNP configuration be-
tween wild-type and NP mutant viruses.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Here, we provided a comprehensive description of known
packaging signals in the IAV genome segments and chal-
lenged the prevailing mechanistic model that they estab-
lish a specific, yet flexible network of intersegmental RNA–
RNA interactions. This mechanistic model emerged with
the discovery of the terminal packaging signals that pro-
vided an intuitive explanation for how mutually interacting
genome segments could be packaged into virus particles in
the form of a supramolecular complex. Eventually, the dis-
covery of two functional RNA–RNA interactions between
internal vRNA regions has provided a proof of this mech-
anistic concept. However, the lack of functional vRNA–
vRNA interactions formed by terminal packaging signals
remains a major weak point that needs to be addressed in
the future.

While crosslinking-based RNA–RNA interaction prob-
ing techniques hold promise of identifying additional func-
tional vRNA–vRNA contacts, it becomes evident that they
might suffer from biases that portray a distorted image of
the vRNA–vRNA interaction networks coordinating IAV
genome packaging. Nevertheless, careful consideration of
these biases and improved experimental designs coupled
with trans-complementary mutagenesis may eventually ex-
pand the limited set of validated intersegmental RNA–
RNA contacts and clarify the roles played by terminal pack-
aging signals and internal regions in IAV genome packag-
ing.

The recent discovery that NP is involved in IAV genome
packaging suggests an additional level of mechanistic com-
plexity that awaits future investigation. While the precise
role of NP is currently unclear, NP mutant viruses with
genome packaging defects could serve as valuable tools
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to identify functional RNA–RNA interactions involved in
IAV genome packaging.

Finally, we would like to mention that (i) the roles played
by other viral proteins and host cell factors in IAV genome
packaging and (ii) a systematic analysis of the current bioin-
formatics approaches to predict and study the involved in-
tersegmental RNA–RNA interactions lie beyond the scope
of this review and therefore have not been reviewed here.
Understandably, insights obtained on these aspects could
contribute significantly to our current knowledge of IAV
genome packaging and genetic reassortment.
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